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REMINDERS
If you need any help throughout this
presentation, please submit a request to your
Customer Support Representative. Simply
click on the Question Mark, in the upper right
hand corner, and select Request Help.
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Welcome to Student Data Grids
Targets for this presentation:
✧ Utilize helpful suggestions while creating data columns for: Assessments, Attendance, Class Enrollment,
Services, Risk, Custom Formulas, and User Defined Columns
✧ Schedule data grids and easily filter recipients
✧ Share data grids with users and collaborate with neighboring districts
✧ Understand characteristics of a successful data grid and reference helpful resources
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Creating Columns:
▪ Assessments
▪ Attendance
▪ Class Enrollments
▪ Services
▪ Risk Indicator
▪ Formula
▪ Blank
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CREATING COLUMNS: Student Data
➢

There is a tremendous amount of data
available for each student.

➢

Data Grids allows you to configure
hundreds of data columns for each student.

➢

The image to the right displays all the
current column configurations.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Student Data Grid
➢

The configuration columns are converted into a spreadsheet and delivered to recipients.

➢

The next group of slides will highlight the more popular column configurations and helpful tips for displaying data.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Assessments
➢

The assessment list will pull in every available assessment from the database.
Different from the
assessment selector
in Homeroom.

➢

Utilize the filter options to narrow the search.

➢ Once the list displays all the assessments relevant to the column
configuration, use the “Select All in Page” button.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Assessments - Example #1
➢

For the following example, the User is configuring a district wide data grid (Grades K-12) and two of
the data columns will look for SBA Summative Scores. The easiest way to do so, is pull the most
recent score and select all the assessments you want the grid to search through.
○ One column will pull the most recent SBA Summative ELA/Literacy score.
○ A separate column will pull the most recent SBA Summative Math score.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Assessments - Example #2
➢

This 2nd example is more specific. Looking at current 8th grade students, the User would like to see historical
assessment scores for each student’s 5th, 6th & 7th grade assessment.
○ Notice each column is looking at one specific assessment and pulling the most recent score.
○ In this case, SBA Summative is only available for the last 2 years, so MSP Reading is used for the 5th
grade assessment.
○ Three separate columns will need to be configured to display historical Math scores.

Cloning columns
can quickly
duplicate tedious
filter selections.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Attendance
➢

Configuration for Daily Attendance
and Yearly Attendance will display
a long list of filter options.

➢ If you need help defining one of
the attendance types, we have
provided a glossary of terms.

Use the ? in the top right
corner of the application to
get to helpful articles and
videos.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Attendance
➢

Daily Attendance: Refine attendance data to a
specific time within a school year.

➢

Yearly Attendance: Monitoring attendance for an
entire school year or multiple years.

➢

Attendance Detail: Pairing absence calculations
with absence reasons.

School Days will exclude
any day without an
attendance record.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Attendance
➢

Attendance Detail: this is aggregated by periods/classes, types, and reasons.
○ Districts might use this to find students who are frequently missing particular classes
or periods.
○ Seeing absences counts with absence reasons might warrant a change to the
schedule or assistance with a subject.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Class Enrollment
Before configuring the data column(s) related to
classes or class grades , consider the following:
➢

School Wide OR By Grade Level

➢

Course Code OR Subject

➢

Term Grade OR Gradebook Grade

Course codes might differ
for historical school years.
Pull by subject to broaden
your search.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Class Enrollment
➢

These column filters, for grades, are meant to be used
independently from each other. If the grid needs to display term
grades and gradebook grades, the User will need to create separate
columns for each grade type.

Term Grades - This is a credit earning or
progress reporting grade. For reference, it
can be found in the student spotlight
schedule. When students have year long
classes, the next option would be to pull
gradebook grades.
Term Grade
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CREATING COLUMNS: Class Enrollment

External Gradebook Grades This grade type will be fluctuating
throughout the year and based on
assignments. Look in the student
spotlight gradebook viewer to
reference the following:
1. Gradebook bucket
2. Accumulation term

Gradebook Bucket

Accumulation Term
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CREATING COLUMNS: Class Enrollment
Adjust this number to
display more or less
columns with the
configuration settings
below.

Last Final Grade - This filter provides
a causal way to see how students are
doing.
➢

Specialists might use this to pull a quick summary
for each student. The configuration example to the
right will display the most recent term grade, class
name and course code, for all 6 periods.

➢

This is the least specific way to search the database
for a grade; simply pulling the last term grade
submitted for any student. Use one of the other
grade options to apply additional grade, or term,
specifications.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Services
➢ Creating separate columns
for each service is the most
efficient way to configure the
data point.

➢ This allows the User to
name the column with
the
Tip: Whenever
youheader.
see an arrow
appropriate service
by an
assessment, it
means that there
are
strands/claims
that you can
expand to
view/select.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Services
➢

An example of combining multiple services
into one configuration might apply to Gifted
services. In this example, the User would
like to see which of the two programs
returns an active status for each student.

➢

The configuration will scan the database for
an active status for the first service listed. If
that service does not return an active status,
it will scan the second service for an active
status.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Risk Indicators
➢

V2 Risk Indicators is now included in
Student Data Grids.

➢

Configuration will allow you to view:
○ Risk Value
○ Risk Level
○ Is Value Risk
○ Risk Indicator Name

➢

The Risk Column does not pull in the
contributing Indicators, but you can
easily configure more data columns
that will explain the risk values being
displayed.

Risk Indicator Viewer In Homeroom:

View In Data Grids:
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formulas

➢

Insert indirect Excel functions.

➢

Add formulas once you have
configured all other data
columns.

➢

Test results by generating a
report.

http://www.excelfunctions.net/ExcelFunctions.html
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formulas - Alerts
➢

The application produces alerts once a formula column is configured and Users continue
to add/remove columns.

Simply check the box and click OK
to proceed without the assistance
of this warning.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formulas - Example #1

➢ This data grid uses a
formula to total the
number of Fs occurring
for core subject,
gradebook grades.
➢ The formula is scanning
columns G thru AD and
counting every instance
of an ‘F’.
The formula entered in the
column configuration will
only calculate once the grid
is downloaded and opened.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formulas - Example #1
➢

Column configurations will often produce
more than one column of data.

➢

In the example to the right, the User is
configuring a class enrollment, and it
produces multiple data columns:
○ 1st Column: Class Name
○ 2nd Column: Class Code
○ 3rd Column: External Gradebook
Grade
■ 4th, 5th & 6th Column: Generate
because the configuration was
ran a second time.

4th, 5th & 6th = J, K & L

3rd = I

1st = G
2nd = H

The data column list
will outline how many
columns are used for
each configuration.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formulas - Example #1
➢

Download the Student Data Grid.

➢

Verify the formula is calculating correctly.

➢

Schedule the data grid for delivery.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formula - Example #2

➢

This data grid uses formulas to calculate
growth from one assessment to the next.

➢

Using two separate formulas, the User is
calculating i-Ready growth from
○ Winter to Spring (15/16)
○ Spring (15/16) to Fall (16/17)
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CREATING COLUMNS: Custom Formula - Example #2
➢

Once the report is generated into the
spreadsheet, Users can continue to format:
○ Text
○ Columns
○ Rows
○ Headers
○ Sorting

➢

Make sure to validate the accuracy of the
formula before scheduling the data grid for
delivery.

Use Styles to name the
custom formula column

The data column list will outline how many columns are used for each
configuration.
If black font is difficult to
read against a dark cell
color, use white font.
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CREATING COLUMNS: Blank Columns

Drag and drop your
➢ The to
request
for this column came from a district requesting a section for
assessments
put
NotesOrder
and Observations within the data grid. Teachers enter their comments
them in order.
score byand
ascending
sendorthe grid to the school principal.
descending order!

➢

Suggestions For A Blank Column:
○ Tracking attendance: Provide historical attendance data, and
encourage Teachers to track weekly or monthly attendance.
○

District Defined Assessments: Provide Teachers with a
spreadsheet, using the blank column to enter assessment scores.
Upon completions, Teachers send the spreadsheet back to their
district contact (securely). The district contact assembles the data
by test administration and grade level and uploads to Homeroom.
➢

Blank columns simply offer the User a means to title an empty
column. Further instruction will be necessary for recipients if they
are required to fill in data or responses.
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Scheduling and
Recipients:
▪ Is Secure
▪ Schedule
▪ Recipients
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SCHEDULING & DELIVERIES: Calendar

When in doubt, USE Is
Secure to ensure the
privacy of student data.

➢

This security measure is needed if/when
the data grid is delivered to individual
recipients, and the User is selecting a
student group for them.

➢

Secure data grids to individuals will
display all the data columns but mask the
student’s name with an asterisk.
Students enrolled in the recipient's Class
or School will display a name.

➢

Reasons for displaying masked data:
○ Teachers can see how their class is
performing in comparison to other
classes.
○ Specialists can preview
performance of incoming students.
○ Principals can view attendance or
graduation data in comparison to
the district.
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SCHEDULING & DELIVERIES: Calendar

➢

If you don’t see the delivery calendar, and
would like that option, please email your
Customer Support Representative at
support@schooldata.net.

➢

Manually click the date on the calendar
you want to send the data grid.

➢

In the example, the data grid is sending
on Wednesday May 10th (delivery time is
determined by SDS and subject to
change). Recipients can expect to see it
in their inbox on Thursday May 11th.

Default delivery times are subject to change. If a data
grid needs to be delivered on Thursday, make sure to
schedule the delivery on Wednesday. Delivery times
might occur after school hours.
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SCHEDULING & DELIVERIES: Recipients

Every Role options
(minus Person) will
utilize pre selected
student groups.

➢

District Administrators: displays all the students in
the district.

➢

School Administrator: displays all the students in the
school.

➢

Principals: displays all the students in the school. The
Principal title will exclude other School Administrators.

➢

Teachers: displays students enrolled in their class.

➢

Specialists: displays all the students in the school.

➢

Person: requires the selection of a Student Group
○ Student names can be protected but comparison
data will still display.
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SCHEDULING & DELIVERIES: Principals
➢

The Student Information System migrates a specific title of Principal. Management
of this title will need to done in the SIS. To view the list of Principals in Homeroom
Admin, go to: Homeroom Admin > Homeroom Users & Permissions > School
Administrator Permissions > View School Admin For Schools For Current Year

➢

The Title of Principal is a special configuration and it will exclude other School
Administrators, including Associate or Assistant Principals.

➢

Verify the district's list of Principals each school year prior to using the role
assignment for data grid recipients

The Principal title
should be updated
annually with the
Year End process.

INCLUDED WITH PRINCIPAL RECIPIENTS

EXCLUDED FROM PRINCIPAL RECIPIENTS
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SCHEDULING & DELIVERIES: Teachers
➢

Filtering Options:
○ Course Code
○ School
○ Class Term
○ Subject

➢

Student Group: Selecting the Teacher Role (and not an individual
person), prior to applying any filters, will generate a student group of
only those students currently enrolled in each Teacher’s class.

➢

Elementary teachers might receive one grid, where Middle School or
High School teachers can receive 6-7 (depending on the number of
periods they teach).
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Collaborate/Copy

▪ Reasons For Data Grids
▪ Copy To Users
▪ Collaborate With Other Districts
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COLLABORATE/COPY: Why Data Grids
➢

More and more districts are actively using data grids. Simply creating and sending an assessment or
attendance grid will generate discussion for additional data points. Teachers, Specialists and
Administrators will all benefit from this data.

➢

Consider:
○ Historical Assessment Rosters
○ Graduation Requirements
○ Student Growth Goals
○ Tracking Attendance
○ ELL Forecasting
○ LAP Identification
○ Title 1 Rostering
○ List D’s and F’s
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COLLABORATE/COPY: Copy To Another User
➢

Teaching Users how to create a data grid often begins with an example. Copy an existing grid to any User and
let them add data points without affecting the grid it was copied from.

➢

Once you select the data grid you would like to share, go to the
Collaborate tab and click “Copy To”.

➢

Narrow the search to a particular
School or Role.

➢

Search Users by Name or
Username
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COLLABORATE/COPY: Discuss With Surrounding Districts
➢ Districts Actively Using Data Grids:
○ Vancouver
○ Battle Ground
○ Kelso
○ Bethel
○ Toppenish
○ Issaquah
○ Bellingham
○ Moses Lake
○ Edmonds
○ Shoreline
○ Marysville
○ Meridian
○ Quincy
○ West Valley Spokane

1)

Select your student
group

2)

Select the school
year

3)

Select the course
subject area

➢ Dedicate time at the next regional workshop to discuss how surrounding districts are using data
grids. If they have a grid that would be useful in your district, let your Customer Support
Representative know and we can configure the grid for you.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A
SUCCESSFUL DATA GRID:

▪ Helpful Tips
▪ View In Application
▪ Homeroom - Grades
▪ Homeroom - Assessments
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL DATA GRID - Helpful Tips
➢

Alerts
○ Indication that the User missed a selection.

➢

Errors
○ Contact SDS by using the Request Help steps.

➢

Blank Cells
○ Could mean that the data is not available (yet) or
the configuration needs to be corrected.

➢

Homeroom
○ Knowing the data exists in Homeroom, is an
important step of troubleshooting.

➢

Talk It Through
○ Describe what you are trying to do and talk through
the data points.

➢

Help Center
○ Search helpful articles and videos.

➢

Request Help
○ Never hesitate to contact your Customer Support
Representative. We are here to help!

1)

Select benchmark
assessment tests

2)

Select your student group

3)

Indicate if you want to
include out of district
scores

4)

Select Downloads
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL DATA GRID - Preview
➢

Throughout the creation of the grid, go to the
View tab and verify data points are
displaying as expected. Keep in mind,
formulas will need to be tested by generating
a Report.

➢

Create a student group of test students.
Using a smaller student group will reduce
processing time and assist with quick
validation.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL DATA GRID - Grades
➢

Grades can be referenced in the student spotlight
schedule and gradebook viewer.

➢

Spotlight 2-3 students to ensure grades are
displaying in Homeroom.

➢

➢

When configurations present challenges for a
school wide grid, break it up by grade level.
Consult your SIS Specialist. Their expertise will
often ask the additional questions necessary to
determine the correct grade type or term selection.

1)

Select benchmark
assessment tests

2)

Select your student group

3)

Indicate if you want to
include out of district
scores

4)

Select Views

Tip: Drag and drop
the assessments
you choose so they
will display in order
such as Fall, Winter,
and Spring!
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL DATA GRID - Assessments
➢

Assessment Widget In Homeroom
○ Verify there are scores for each grade
level you are configuring for.
○ Historical assessment scores might
require 1-2 different assessment
families.

➢

Spotlight a Student
○ This provides a historical view that will
outline assessments needed for the
data grid.

➢

Tip: When you hover over the
performance levels, you will
see the student count for
each level.

Administration Of Assessment
○ When viewing growth, the User will
configure multiple assessment
columns. Otherwise the User might be
searching for the most recent or highest
score from a collection of assessments.
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Thank you for joining us!
For additional comments or questions,
please request help from your CS rep or
contact us at support@schooldata.net

Upcoming Webinars:
❖
❖
❖
❖

Teacher Tips & Tricks
Reports
Widgets 101
Attendance

